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The doctoral thesis entitled „Concepts related to the importance of political discourse in democracy consolidation” is structured as follows: the Introduction, four basic chapters, a chapter of Conclusions, two Annexes and the Reference List.

The Introduction describes the objective of our study, more precisely to analyze and establish the connection between political discourse, political communication and democracy consolidation and to determine if another type of political discourse and another way to make politics can exist, to prove that another politics than those practiced until now can exist and that we, as a society can evolve towards the correct path leading to the democratic future of a country.

I started this study in an attempt to answer the questions concerning the connection between the political regime and the field of communication and political discourse and whether political communication and political discourse are essential in democracy? Is communication specific only to democratic regimes? Is communication necessary in another type of political regime? Thus, I tried to identify the elements defining the connection between communication and political regime by a succession of systematical approaches, considering that man is out of necessity and by excellence an agent of social communication while his survival and inclusion in a democratic society depends on subsequent social relations.

Our analysis tried to identify and clarify the connection between political communication - political discourse and democracy consolidation by a succession of systematical approaches, especially as long as there is no standard analysis method neither of discourses nor of messages or even of the importance they have for democracy.

In the 1st Chapter: „What is the democracy?” we proposed that starting from the manner in which the democracy occurred and evolved to succeed in identifying the elements defining the democratic systems. Thus, even since the ancient Greek stronghold, although unofficial and lacking of a constitutional form, the people’s sovereignty is the feature that comes first, and later the historical evolution would lead to other elements as every one’s participation in taking decisions, freedom of opinion, the majority vote, etc., the ancient thinkers summarizing the concepts supporting the idea of democracy as an environment where the political life manifests as well as the relation of these concepts with the state as the performance stage have not only slackened and even fallen back during the middle ages.
Nevertheless, we find out that the modern era of democracies, especially of the “constitutional” ones is reshaping, reasserting and somewhat defining itself in the 17th and 18th centuries, during Illuminism, once with the new rational thinking highly influenced by Locke and Montesquieu.

Once with this evolution we also find out the manner in which the democracy transformed itself from a direct and participatory regime into a semi-direct and representative regime, which in the modern era within the European Union evolved up to a mixed register, a coexistence of participatory and representative democracy, which shows once again that in democratic regimes the power/sovereignty belongs to the people and their participation through voting in choosing the governors proves the legal recognition of these organisms of powers.

In the 2nd chapter “What is the political discourse?” we intended that starting from the origin and manner in which the political discourse has evolved, by analyzing the types of political discourse and also the main ideologies and doctrines which influenced for centuries the political world, to present the importance of political discourse for creating elements of democratic evolution – as national identities – and to analyze the relation between the political discourse and democracy, whether the political discourse has influence on democracy or to the contrary, the democracy is the one influencing the political discourse, since the political discourse cannot be seen otherwise than in direct relationship with the political action, therefore the political discourse is placed in the same general context as the proper political communication with all its effects – doctrines, regimes, governing types and also with the elements pertaining to rhetoric, oratory practices, psychosociology, in fact the language represents the most important instrument of human communication.

From the rhetorical perspective, we find out that this art has developed especially in ancient times and once with the end of the ancient culture, the fall of oratory art took place since the power of guns and domination of dogma replaced the power of words. Only when the new political doctrines developed did the passion for shaping and adjusting the political discourse rekindled, which gradually passed from its persuasive and many times propagandistic role calling for mobilization to the role of communicating a political message. In the contemporary period the political discourse gains definite features and in certain political regimes faces the misdemeanors caused by propaganda or censorship and practically involves all aspects of social life becoming more and more important for the political environment and not only.
The oratory art comes to public attention once with the Winston Churchill’s discourses and we refer here to his political discourses that revealed in a visionary manner the problems of a united Europe built on the principle of subsidiarity, which is the key factor for the success of this “supra state”, while the debates referring it begun only at the mid 70’s, its completion took place at mid of 80’s being and was regulated by treaties in 1992 by the Maastricht Treaty.

We consider that the importance of debating the subsidiarity principle is given by the fact that by segregating the levels of competence and by solving issues and laws enactment on local levels close to the citizens enable a higher degree of democracy due to the participation in taking decisions of a more significant part from the national society, while on the other hand these action allow the real analysis of the “power” concept even in case of delegated power because it derives from sovereignty and legitimacy.

This is why I believe that we should consider not only the forms of political discourse but also its context, because the message cannot be efficiently transmitted unless it is correlated with time and geographical region as well as with the political regime. Therefore, we think that the democracy is a real concept defining a certain social and political reality which in its manifestation forms is far from being unitary, even if a standardized definition may lead to the idea that the governance is performed by elected representatives with the approval of those governed by them, the differences being caused by the diversity of democratic systems, either in incipient or contemporary forms. In this circumstances we have considered as being important to approach the issues of political communication and political debates starting from ancient times and up to the present.

However, in this chapter we cannot analyze the occurrence of ideologies and doctrines from historical perspective without presenting a brief history of political ideas and their transformation starting from the mythology of ancient time and up to the rational concept first introduced also by the ancient philosophy and then reiterated by Illuminism. We cannot speak about a liberal doctrine based on the writings of Hobbes, Locke and Montesquieu if we weren’t familiar with the fact that their common root is represented by the search of the most suitable form of government simultaneous with the preservation of individual freedom which is the supreme value in democracy. If the ancient peoples believe that the reason as positive value is enough for the leader to provide the adherence to these values, the British thinkers, then the French, Italian and subsequently the American thinkers believe that the reason is necessary but not sufficient, that it has to be conceptualized and then pragmatically wrapped as political powers, assigned to several
representative organisms based on delegation or transfer of the sovereignty, but still divided not in a single bunch and thus to control and balance each other which results in a better government and individual freedom. Naturally, these transitions form one stage to another of the political ideas was achieved with external influences of the social and political environment from that period.

Although initially the ideologies occupied a strong position up to the period of great illuminist thinkers, in the new “world order” imposed by the changes brought by the cold war these were rapidly and almost immediately contradicted by “the ideologies” of freedom movement under communism, still on the large scale they remained the engines leading to mobilization in the environment of some actual concepts for societies and nations.

We couldn’t speak about an evolution that starts from the ancient stronghold and Greek demos and reaches to the high philosophical trends influenced by the Christian „doctrines” without the fall of the Roman Empire and the occurrence of the new territorial and state separation which involves the division ad multiplication of the government forms. We couldn’t witness the return to the power of stronghold, the medieval town – stronghold this time, to the power of ideas based on reasoning in search of a common good philosophy, even with both influences of the Christian church learning and the Catholic church as institution, if the Christian doctrine, the canonical law and pope’s power hadn’t developed in such way in which it swallowed up and subordinated the political power, which determined the pursuit for other ways and the return to the bases of ancient ideas.

Thenceforth, the history development encouraged strengthening of monarchic powers and absolute monarchies, but also caused negative effects for the peoples. All these will create debates and reasons proving once again the source of the political power but emphasize the natural rights of the human being, which previously represented the basis of liberal doctrines or the necessity of the state existence and organization by respecting freedom. However, the dissimilarity of thoughts between German and British thinkers at these levels becomes irrelevant when speaking about the occurrence of the anarchism or socialism ideologies.

The history also underlines that the ideologies survived only when they had a pragmatic purpose. The triumph of a political power based on political discourses, but more often based on violence – as it is the case of the beginning of 20th Century - although promoting the separation of the modern world from the political myths shaking the societies up, while in the contemporary period the political interests of the countries – especially in the case of European Union – on one hand overcomes the ideological and doctrinarian interests and on the other hand in case of EU
parties as actor and institutional framework have forced the ideological modification of the parties’ discourses in the purpose of their affiliation while in the case of the citizens, the individual political behavior can be influenced by the alteration of the original political values and by mixing them.

However, the great merit of the ideologies is that they succeeded in imposing values and principles to the societies, even if these societies are subsequently organized based on more practical reasons and use only some of the concepts incorporated in political doctrines belonging not only to the political parties but even to the (European) political families the final purpose being to access the political power and thus to govern.

In this manner the political doctrines succeed in arguing the positions of different social groups “performing” on the political stage which try to accede to power. Certainly, the doctrinarian sub-layer of a party or a political person will influence the public and political discourse being closely related to the political convictions to which the person or party adheres to and sustains in the public domain and the doctrinarian arguments continuously influenced the publicly conveyed message but also the language used.

As presented before, the main contemporary political doctrines historically and territorially belong to England and France of the 17th and 18th century with German and American contributions and in most of the cases were imposed through revolutions or following the disproof of a previous doctrine or due to some social and economical circumstances as the effects of post-industrial era that cause the blooming of the socialist and subsequently of the fascist doctrine.

In 18th century France occurred the dichotomy considerably simplified and reductionist of the “left-right” policy, and what we are pointing out here is that in the contemporary period the “left-right” dichotomy is more easily to be embraced by the large public even if the “currents” may be different in various countries and the precise definition of the terms was not established.

In addition to classical doctrines that may fall under this dichotomous classification, which on European level have correspondence within PE, respectively PE and PPE groups, we have approached several doctrines created in the globalization era, as the feminism (which initially occurred in the 18th century in some form and was reinvented in the contemporary period) and the ecologism, which initially were critical thinking movements more than doctrinarian movements, have a strong political discourse even if many times was unidirectional and which in the end succeeded in changing the manner in which the political world takes decisions and due to the fact that is based on scientific researches as: the fight for defending the gender interests and equal
treatment or the fight for preserving the environment which succeed in generating public policies on macro-European level that either changed the perception of the European actor in the globalization performance or caused an economic progress.

As a first conclusion, we point up that the values and practices but also the political discourses from the societies having democratic regimes are targeted on the individual freedom, the equality of citizens before the law, the laws supremacy, the citizen rights, legitimacy, tolerance towards the pluralism and multiculturalism and the fair election competition, power segregation within the state, values that can be mostly found in doctrines and democratic political discourses of liberal or Christian-democratic nature focused on the “welfare state” which is seen both as an integrated and efficient economic system related more to the social and economic rights than the natural rights.

In addition to the doctrinarian discourses we succeed in identifying the existence of the identity discourses that overcome the border of nationalism and if we refer solely to the European identity, the common ideas of these discourses is the uniformity of expression of the principles defining an identity and the transformation and permanent adjustment to a dynamic and lawful process which developed in the last half of century and consolidated an European identity in line with the ideal of its founding parents while permanently keeping as the main values the freedom, democracy, security and prosperity.

By observing the political discourse occurrence and evolution, especially the Anglo-Saxon discourse and the evolution of the process of creation of a modern and democratic state, we ascertain that it is important that the political discourse to be addressed to anyone not only to elites, as guaranteed by the civil rights and freedom and by the national constitutions which offer the equal right of expression but did not automatically guarantee the existence and an equal power of influence of the political discourses while bring foreground the discourse based on law and equality principle as a source for legitimacy and the “new actors” from the public stage are represented by “apolitical” entities - civil society that lead to the approach of some relatively new subjects of general interest.

At the same time, I have considered that it is worth following the direction of political discourse research in this globalization era when the evolution, scientific progress and access to the communication and information technologies lead to the fast exchange of ideas and information but also of populations, phenomenon not neglected by the political actors which continuously adapted their manner of conveying messages and also forced them to approach an unitarian discourse, as in
the case of European Union, the settlement of the new common policies as the security or JAI policy.

I have analyzed the importance for the contemporary era of the mass-media and especially of the television as a media sub-category in creating and modeling political discourses, as a broadcasting and information mean and not only, as well as the modifications of the purposes undergone by the mass-media during the last century. In the contemporary period, the media actually establishes the political agenda or reveals undesired facts concerning the private and not public life of the officials.

Unfortunately for the societies and democratization process, the modification of the objectives and the desire to sell media, the competition for gaining audience and resources represent another cause of reduction of the democratic culture by distorting the informational, educational and responsibility role of media and its transformation into entertainment mean that provoke conflicts by broadcasting “sensational” news causing the loss of people’s trust in politics and politicians, in political discourses and the loss of credibility in politicians as well.

The relationship between these doctrinarian discourses and the political regimes represents the object of our research from this chapter in an attempt to prove the implications of political doctrines into the democratic process, the influences of these doctrines upon the actual political discourse and the high importance of the foredoom of expression for building and consolidating a democracy.

Another point of interest consisted in the value and efficiency of the political discourse for the democratic process, when this is only pure theory and when it is supported by practical or concrete actions and its importance in strengthening or diminishing the governmental institutions representative character. At this point, I have studied by comparison the situation of political discourses and actions made by two European prime ministers in two cases having similar elements.

Thus, we find out that by public consistency and Unitarian discourse can consolidate both the role of powerful political leading a cabinet and the image of that cabinet, while the duplicity and contradictions of the political discourses, followed by contradictory measures and the lack of responsibility or failure to adhere to the campaign promises weaken not only the role of the politician but also affect the cabinet authority.

In the 3rd Chapter entitled “Analysis of the Political discourse” we tried a multidisciplinary approach (linguistic, non-linguistic, historical, political, ideological) and an analysis of the existing
theories related to the discourse analysis and theory, as well. We have considered that the relationship between the political discourse and the political regime or between the political discourse and social-political transformations is a two-ways road because not only the political regimes and the political transformations cause the modification of political discourse but the political discourse causes the regimes and social-political transformations in a society as well.

We believe as being relevant and important the fact that a political discourse analysis represents both an instrument for critical thinking even when it uses data and empiric procedures, and a manner to develop social and political or institutional behaviors while the analysis of political discourse or the theory of discourse represents an identification mean of the importance of discourse for political analysis and for understanding the purpose given to the political act by the culture of a nation or the specific environment.

After the evaluation of the existing theories from the academic environment, especially in the Anglo-Saxon environment, we notice that most of approaches relates to an analysis from linguistic perspective aiming to express and accurately determine the goal of the discourse, to clarify the structure of a reality subordinated to the words meaning. However, there were certain approaches sustaining that such analyses lead to the mystification of the discourse purpose, the transformation of its content, which will remain only in theoretical and scholar fields without practical effects on political communication or with no influence upon society.

Therefore, we consider that the public, excepting the theoreticians, will never give much importance to lexical or grammar elements contained by the political discourse – although everyone assigns the general and social accepted meanings to the words – but rather will focus on the political discourse content and try to consider the words depending on the social and political environment perceived in order to establish the manner in which the information contained by discourse have influence upon him/her and this is a correct communication agreement. Thus, we draw the conclusion that the analysis of the political discourse can provide a practical result only if it relates to the analysis of the message content considered from the perspective of the environment where the discourse is communicated.

Nevertheless, the idea of the language analysis cannot be removed from the discourse analysis because, in our opinion, the language and style chosen by the politician establishes the communication direction in the relationship between the politician and his public and the langue is and will remain a personal trademark of each public speaker.
We have also tried to identify if there is a reliable method to measure the impact upon the public of the political discourse especially upon electors and the manner in which voting take place and we come to the conclusion that such method should start from a linguistic analysis, because the politician image depends to a great extent on his discourse, the elements of the show can easily be identified and removed.

Simultaneously, we were preoccupied with identification of a boundary between political discourse – communication and political discourse – manipulation. We ascertain that the manipulation, which is a negative communication type, relates not only to communication but the lack of it or to other censorship actions, the purpose of manipulation actions and techniques consists in revealing the “official” information and impeding the public access to other information, to other knowledge and the identified outcome is the diminishing and annihilation of will or of the freedom of will sometimes with the purpose of inducing a certain behavior and other times to determine the abstention from certain behavior, especially when we speak bout election behaviors.

On the other hand, we argue that somewhat political discourse means manipulation and the manipulation means communication and we also mention that as a main form of manifestation of the freedom expression we cannot fight against communication or legally limit it, reason for which we face a paradox and that is the freedom of expression which is permanently accompanied by a “negative” freedom which is the freedom of manipulation, however the effects of manipulation can be reduced or overcame.

In conclusion, we do consider that the effects of manipulation can be diminished or eliminated only by re-educating the public on the relevance and importance of the political discourse but especially by providing a high level of education and culture to the public and by developing a critical spirit of the population, which will provide not only the capacity to judge the purposes of discourses but to identify the potential manipulation risks hidden by them.

However, education and the high level of critical and civil attitude determine another effect as well: a greater involvement of the population in the public and political life and a more active participation in public debates and information campaigns, political campaigns, including the democratic election procedures, thus determining a higher degree of legitimacy, both for elected authorities and for the public policies that they shall implement.

Although the modern era and the technological development have led to the multiplication of means of information as well as to the extension of the “online agora” and may determine us to
assert that today the wide public have a greater and more active participation in community life and political communication, than they had half a century ago, we strongly consider that the we are facing a paradox: the passive participation of the public, as spectator at the media show offered by the political discourse, especially during the political campaigns, also determines a civil apathy and lack of interest and involvement, and moreover we can assert that it undermines the role of the discourse as instrument of democracy.

Another negative effect of the transformation and adjustment of the political discourse in the era of television or internet broadcasted shows is the reverse of the classical paradigm, by adapting the political discourse to what the society wishes to hear, which, again, determines, from our point of view, the lack of efficiency of this instrument stimulating and promoting democracy.

In this chapter we have also approached the topic of the public life and especially the European public life, as we consider that this concept is the one extending the field of political communication and connects the political discourse to the wide public, transforming it from simple addressee of the message, or “recipient”, into a genuine partner for dialogue and political action, which implicitly confers them a role in extending the degree of democracy within the Union member states, while also generating a sense of involvement and belonging to the idea of global and European action, placing it under the scrutiny of the electors and making the elected persons of the European structures more responsible.

At macro level, we have considered that this concept of the European public life has even succeeded to modify the European political discourse, among which the topics of sovereignty and national or foreign politics, changing the focus from the collaboration among member states on conceding certain attributes of the national sovereignty to the European institutions, shown by radicalizing certain discourse ideas towards the direction of setting up the United States of Europe, only in a different vision than what Winston Churchill had proposed in 1946.

We consider that, although on one hand, the European Union has regulated a form of participative democracy – the citizen initiative, that we were speaking of in chapter I, leading to the increase of democracy degree, such measures, as those proposed by the European leaders in the discourses delivered between 2011-2012 have a potential danger of reducing democracy, by leading to a mimics of democratic debates practice, discourse trend relatively unitary of the European leaders, which may result in political measures that would reduce public participation to formal
practices, while institutions and governments shall communicate decisions, without actually debating solution proposals.

This is why, in this context, we also approached the theory of Lasswell, according to which politics refers to who says what to whom, how they say and what the effect is, because political discourse is still an instrument defining political strategy that will generate the outcomes on the entire society. However, this involves that in order to accomplish its objective, political discourse will use techniques to influence public opinion. In this respect, we consider that manipulation, misinformation, advocacy, censorship, political marketing or any combination thereof, are “weapons” by which both the construction and perception of the political discourse are influenced, in their attempt to meet the expectations of the public, as it is well known that the populations are always influenced by the mobilizing spirits of the ideas expressed especially in their fields of interest, even if the message must be adapted in relation to population segments.

We consider, however, that over time, these techniques also had a positive impact, not only the outcome intended by the political category, namely the involvement of more and more social categories in the public life and the extension of the democratic process, strengthening the idea that the democracy with a higher degree of participation generates social and economic progress.

This is the moment when we approach the involvement of the media in the public life, and especially the transformation of its role of means of information and education into a political actor with its own discourse and its own methods – however still depending on internal interests – economic, political – namely the media does not simply convey the political discourse, or analyzes it, offering the public certain elements to analyze and discern upon the consequences of the political actions, but in modern history and especially in the contemporary period, the media actually establishes the political agenda and has its own political discourse or even propels the political discourse and policy makers to sometimes embrace attitudes that are against their own beliefs, only to succeed in “selling” their news. We also consider that the media also changes, not necessarily in the most elegant manner, the way public policies are generated, thus justifying the belief that the influence of the media on political discourse is most often a negative one.

On the other hand, the influence of the media and the more and more advanced technological means of communication have also imposed a different approach of the political discourse and especially of language, adapting it to the wide public, more and more. Thus, in the past, political professions as well as political discourse automatically imposed an association to a distinguished
discourse manner and an official and rigid language, defining realities and public policies or strategies, but today, we observe that the language used contains metaphors, analogies, epigrams, ironies, humor, etc. For this reason, we can assert that the political discourse, manifested as language, is more “casual”, thus more accessible, but without necessarily diminishing the seriousness of topics or solutions proposed through the discourse. An example, in this respect, regards the use of humor in the areas and during the historical periods of authoritarianism or dictatorships, when the “humoristic discourse” – both as form and as content, was a method of opposition and fighting against official political communication, finally transforming, in the postmodern period, the use and role of humor and redefining classical political and democratic concepts, without representing their distortion or interpretation in a subjective, erroneous way.

We conclude here that in order to obtain a pragmatic result from the discourse analysis, it cannot be only a linguistic one, but it is necessary to make a multidisciplinary analysis and content analysis, considering especially the context when the discourse was delivered and its topic, to allow an understanding of the meaning of communication, but most importantly, understanding the domain and the message conveyed by it, although sometimes the topic may prevail even the message itself, as it is the main element that can really shape the image of a political man, not only his rhetoric.

For this reason, we considered necessary to continuously mention the elites’ political discourse, the real trend-setters in the field, through the conveyed message – although even elites sometimes adapt their topic to the expectations of the public segments, since the public opinion and the wide public in general manifests a tendency to rally to the elites’ opinions that they admire or they believe they identify with, even more than they rally an ideology itself.

Chapter IV approaches the connection between the political discourse and the democratization process, and how this discourse could produce or influence changes within certain political regimes less democratic, knowing the revolutionary context in the period between 1989 – 1991 which changed both the Eastern European regimes and the geopolitical configuration in the area, aligning most of these states to a democratization or westernization trend, which even today, as we can see, still strongly influences the evolution in the international environment, analyzing both the ideological-doctrinarian transfer, and the impact and role that the political discourse has had in the fall of communism in the Eastern Bloc.

The topic of political discourses in the period of transition from communist totalitarian regimes to democratic ones, reveals once again the interdependence between political action and
political discourse, but also the mobility of transmitting cultural concepts in the European space, especially the concept of freedom, and freedom of will and choice.

Thus, we find that a mobilizing engine for these revolutionary movements is similar to the engine of the revolutions occurred at the end of the 18th century, namely the principle of freedom, although the definition of this concept has had different meanings then and now, or from one territory to another, but its base is universal and focuses on the lack of constraints, something that in the case of totalitarian regimes was so constrained that we could consider it as abolished. Thus, we observe that one of the main constrained or inexistent rights and freedoms regarded the freedom of expression and thus the existence of political discourse and its limitation to a statism related discourse direction.

We consider that it was the moment when, in these new democratic nations, a clear relation between political discourse and social-political development was being defined, but when the mutual conditionings and interdependencies were also developing: the discourse favored democratic development but at the same time, the democratic system favored discourse – in terms of content and manifestation manner, however under a strong influence of elites which should manifest responsibility and dedication, initiate an inspirational and motivating political discourse that would otherwise be the beginning of a major debate allowing the expression of multiple and various opinions, strategies, arguments, thus creating the national public domains and the opening towards an European public domain.

If the post-December discourses, doctrinarian as they are, were most often lacking the mobilizing and innovating force, they had a great merit and their own existence has produced a progress, the ideological and discursive pluralism being a fundamental feature of a real democratization process, compared to a mono-discursive direction or mimic, or even substitution of the sole party’s political discourse which would have been only a replacement of an authoritarian single party system with another one, limiting a priori the potential of democratic development included by a multi-party system and absolute freedom of expression.

From the discourse point of view, we consider that the opportunity of a new political regime, precisely of a democratic one, has offered the context required for the overall modernization of society, but also the opportunity of this new beginning of political discourse and political construction – with a new typology, message, language, which would also manifest in a new, quite unfamiliar, domain, that succeeded however to create the premises of existence and development of
a public domain with wide addressability, that we also consider to have reformed not only the idea of political discourse, but the very idea of freedom of opinion and expression.

On the other hand, we considered even from the beginning of this paper – and we emphasize – that communication is only the means conveying the discourse to the public and although not any communication forms a political discourse, we still take into consideration that any political discourse represents a communication and although we approached the matter of political discourse both in antiquity and at the dawn of democracies, in authoritarian regimes as well as democratization periods, in text format (philosophical and literary, too), in oral or media form, one of the preoccupations was to identify the differences of message between political discourse and political communication, to identify the “border” between them, but also to identify whether political communication and political discourse are essential in democracy, whether communication is specific only to democratic regimes, and whether it is required in another type of political regime as well.

A major conclusion that we emphasize relates to the fact that it is not the linguistics or syntax, but the message of the political discourses, which influences the public. We also observe that political discourses, as opposed to simple political communications, contain multiple messages, not just one, usually approach multiple subjects or a major subject and refer to a very developed sequence of democratic values, without limiting to a single idea or democratic principle. Messages identified in political discourses strengthen the idea that the political discourse has a major relevance in the democratic journey of a state, and in strengthening democracy.

Another objective that we aimed at, is related to determining the existence of another type of political discourse and another manner of making politics, to demonstrate that there can also be another type of politics that what has been practices until now, and that we, as society, can evolve in the right direction, which is actually why we made a comparative analysis of certain political discourses, keeping in mind mainly that there is no standard methodology for such studies.

Thus, we consider that the beginning of certain democratization processes, the initiation and sustainability of a political discourse and especially a democratic one cannot certainly represent an easy undertaking and an objective easy to attain, and especially to maintain. The process of maintaining the discourse on a democratic direction, especially if the political context is a troubled one, requiring certain measures that might seem anti-democratic and centralizing, is never over; it is a continuous process. And if external challenges may bring changes in the message conveyed by the
discourse, on the whole, the discursive direction cannot change, it can only be adapted and balanced, as its main purpose is to permanently communicate the real situation to the population and to determine them to acknowledge the common objective they engaged in, which cannot be diverted even by the barriers or challenges occurred along the way.

Whatever the formula or institutional structure that discursive political structures may be wrapped in, maintaining a dynamic and significant discourse may be accomplished only if the elites and political leaders comply with a strong reaction wave, coming from the population. This is the only way to validate any principle and democratic value and to valuate the main idea of a political discourse for the creation or re-creation of a new national identity or a new state project. And this is the only way - through the dialogue of political discourses - that each member of a society can identify the democratic authentic principles and values to adhere to.

In order for a society in its democratic beginnings to be able to progress, it is necessary to have the will of the people and the existence of state institutions established in a democratic and responsible way, but also the existence of an independent media, to point out possible drifts. The legal system must be independent and guarantee the protection of human rights, especially freedom of expression, a guarantee that the other institutions comply with the public interest.

Democracy is the only political regime that allows a certain state to modernize itself and its institutions, even if it is making the transition after a long totalitarian regime, and to integrate in a space that appreciates values and principles defined throughout the centuries as being democratic, but also establish a precise path for the accomplishment of this vision.

Still, democracy involves a real existence and exercise of civil freedoms, among which freedom of expression and especially of criticism are clearly standing out, together with the right of the society and nation to defend against small groups and promote general, national interests; the democratic right and freedom to request elected – thus representative – institutions to govern in a responsible way, to act responsibly and respect the majority and its will.

Only democracy and its sustainability following correct principles guarantee the unity of Europe on one hand, and the safety of the continent on the other hand, and its future role of global actor.

From the chosen examples, we clearly understand that a democratic state, regardless of its position on the world map, and regardless of how old its democracy or democratization process may be, must embrace certain values (freedom, right of criticism and self-determination, etc.) and
absolutely reject processes that affect democracy, that do not allow its evolution, such as corruption. Thus we clearly infer that a state affected by endemic corruption, does no longer respect, but only avoids the very democratic principles, the very existence and balance of divided powers in the state; but in their absence, we are no longer speaking of democracy.

Our analysis attempted to identify and clarify the connection between public communication – political discourse and the strengthening of democracy through a sequence of systematic approaches, considering that there is no standard method for discourse or message analysis, or even their relevance for democracy.

We consider that in previous chapters, dedicated to doctrinarian political discourses and/or related to state political regimes, we can assert with precision that freedom of expression – its real existence and guarantee of this civil right, is what encourages communication of political discourses, not preventing the diversity of ideas or their expression.

Thus it is certainly pointed out that political communication and political discourse are specific only to democratic political regimes, while in authoritarian and totalitarian regimes, they are absent or mimed by the state apparatus.

However, even in democracy, where absolute freedom of conscience and expression seem to be the basis for the strengthening of political discourse and encourage democratic debates and thus the democracy level, there still are dangers, which seem to affect only the freedom of the media, but by affecting the most powerful vector creating opinions, affects democracy itself.

As we have shown, these dangers come from economic-financial reasons, which determine the media resources to either resort to political patronage, which automatically affects their opinion independence and can even determine their editing policies to obey the patronage, in a “doctrinarian” way, thus altering their role in objective information, or, while chasing profits, they turn to tabloids, giving up the seriousness of journalism and transform important domains of communication, including political discourse, into amusement for the wide public, altering and distorting the quality of communication and the message itself. If changed, the message of the political discourse looses its mobilizing force that generates social energies and synergies that bring economic and social progress, as well as consolidate the democracy level.

Finally, this is a major problem, because in the globalization era, the media represents the most powerful vector for disseminating information and therefore, political discourse. Thus, other means of communication remain open to the public and unaltered: direct discourses – before
ceremonial meetings, demonstrators, official or unofficial meetings, within parliamentary debates or conferences before a specialized audience.

We were initially wondering whether communication and political discourse are necessary in another type of political regime. They certainly are! For sure, they cannot manifest, or manifest in a constrained, limited, secret, encoded manner, within totalitarian political regimes, engaging a major apparatus of pressure.

We believe that the overall political environment must turn towards the public even more, and to involve them in political debate more. The system of political discourse as monologue, either because the power of majority communicates in an uncooperative manner, ignoring the opposition, or because political figures communicate one way only, ignoring the public and its wish of involvement, sometimes even disregarding their will – represent only an imitation of democracy and of the democratic process.

We believe that such disregarding of the people’s will by ignoring the involvement of civil society and at the same time an a priori assumption of the fact that political figures are elected, thus, authorized by the population to decide and govern and that in between two political campaigns is no longer interested by political discourse and action, is a completely wrong approach for democracy, but also for the political group.

As we have directly observed, from the experience of political and administrative life, the Romanian political discourse is still depending on certain expressions deeply related to non-democratic regimes, not by the lack of constitutional regulation of principles and rule of law, but by how they are implemented and applied.

The majority of the political class considers that public opinion and electors are an auxiliary element, necessary only in political campaigns when they fuel them with political discourses, loaded with promises, but without any substance or without actually publicly debating alternatives – even doctrinal ones – for governing or for valid political and economic programs, but once the elections over, not only do they fail to comply with them, but they also breach them.

Another major problem that the political experience of the last 25 years has revealed is related to the civil and political education of the entire society and its capacity to receive and analyze the political discourse. Unfortunately, precisely for the purpose of serving the interest of the political class, they are making no efforts to educate this public and forming a correctly based public opinion. In order to perform an easy manipulation through the political campaign discourses, the political
class prefers that a major public segment reason only with those one-way messages that they communicate and do not obey themselves, but which brings them advantages and intended short-term results.

This is a wrong attitude towards the electors and towards the political discourse itself as genre, and affects the democratic or democratization process that some of the societies in Eastern Europe, including Romania, are going through.

We strongly believe that debates between power and opposition or between the political class and civil society must be serious, based on arguments, applied on solutions, measures and based on principles, not on political interests. This is the only way to evolve towards a superior democracy, otherwise the result of the political process shall not be correct, or promising for the future.

In this respect, the process of revising the Constitution and constitutional debate is an example. If generating the first Romanian post-December Constitution (on November 21st 1991) required many months of real and effective parliamentary debates, the political discourses delivered at that time, for establishing the new political and constitutional regime included hundreds of pages of political, doctrinaire and legal arguments, resulting in a true pillar on which, for 25 years, Romania has built its way to democracy, the last procedure regarding the modification of the fundamental law was a failure, both regarding the public and political debate (thus undermining democracy), and regarding the political discourse – in terms of content, language and message. It is even more serious, because if a power holding an enormous majority insists on this manner of regulation – similar to the strategy of “shutting people’s mouth up”, the democratic process will be a complete failure.

We consider that such a process, by which the actual outline of a country’s democratic regime is established on long term, is a very complex process, requiring a powerful political debate, a really deep assessment of all political options, involving a long series of political discourses. Such a process requires, to some extent, the collaboration, not the permanent fight, of political powers, among themselves and against civil society. The Constitution represents the basis of the legal system and the rule of law, it guarantees the citizens’ rights and also the existence of a democratic state, the expression of the will of people’s sovereignty. We consider that a true rule of law, a democratic state, is built on a balanced and stable Constitution, where the national interest and human rights come first, not the political groups’ interests of the moment.
However, as we revealed, only taking certain risks and spreading democratic discourses – especially by the elites – can produce a change and generate a democratization process.
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